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FROM THE PRESIDENT
As the year passes and the pandemic continues to disrupt our lives, the
committee continues to work hard in their commitment to Scottish Country
Dancing in Australia with a series of initiatives, including online events via Zoom
and the introduction of Step classes. We’ve also been working on updating our
procedures to use the Model Constitution.
The online events, including the inaugural Ball and Winter Social also had prep
classes and you tube walkthroughs prepared by Sydney Branch teachers and
supporting dancers.
Dancers from around Australia participated or just viewed from home. The
Winter Social even attracted a couple of viewers from NZ.
Many thanks goes to Iain Mckenzie for numerous hours of research culminating
in providing some excellent music for both the Ball and Winter Social.
Although this year our dancing opportunities are limited, the Know Your Dance
Social is coming up in August and I would encourage you all to join in via Zoom.
In the meantime, keep calm, stay safe, sanitise liberally and enjoy this August
2020 Edition of SNIB
Debbie Baker
President RSCDS Sydney Branch

CHANGE TO THE CONSTITUTION OF RSCDS
Keep an eye out for the date of an upcoming Special General Meeting
Why do we need a special meeting?
We need to discuss and vote on updating the branch’s constitution. The
constitution deals with subjects such as how members can join and leave, the
make up of the committee, how finances are maintained and documents stored.
What’s wrong with the current constitution?
In short, it’s out of date. When the branch became an incorporated association
the Model Rules were adopted. These rules have since been updated to
become the Model Constitution, but due to an oversight several years ago the
branch did not formally adopt the Model Constitution as it had been assumed
that the update was automatic. However, the branch has (under false
assumptions) been operating under the Model Constitution throughout these
years. So what’s the difference? The Model Constitution:







specifies the use of electronic communication for contacting members,
holding meetings and voting
removes the limit for term in office for committee members
does not permit proxy votes
permits electronic record keeping
has a financial year from July to June
updates are automatically adopted which ensures legislative compliance

The Model Constitution can be accessed at
https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/associations-and-cooperatives/associations/starting-an-association/model-constitution
What will happen if we move the financial year from Jan-Dec to Jul-Jun?
The AGM will be held in the second half of the calendar year. Membership
payments would be invoiced in May and due on 1st July and would align with
Headquarters. A one-off 18 month financial period would be needed (i.e. Jan
2020 to Jun 2021). If the membership votes to adopt the Model
Constitution, Sydney Branch would extend current membership to cover the
change in the financial year i.e. your annual membership (which commenced in
January 2020) would continue until June 2021 at no extra cost to the members.
This comes at an appropriate time given that COVID-19 has caused SCD to
grind to a halt for most of 2020.

From the Editor
GOOD NEWS AT LAST
Some RSCDS clubs have recommenced face-to-face dancing!
Hooray for that!
Others have not only learned, but brilliantly deployed new ways to keep
dancing
Despite the efforts of that pesky novel crown-shaped virus, COVID-19,
Which put paid to so much of life as we once knew it,
Many of our erstwhile RSCDS enthusiasts set about mastering ZOOM......
Which put them well on the way to making dancing hay by night and day,
What great initiatives! What great determination!
One can only imagine how fast some of those little ducks' feet
Were going under water, not only getting the technology together
But managing to remain so cool, calm and collected atop!
Those dancers were literally going twenty to the dozen in quick time reels and
jigs,
Then catching their collective breaths during stately strathspeys. Phew!
Congratulations to everyone, participants, lookers-on, and those that were
there
in spirit.
This edition of SNIB contains SCD information and reports from near and far.
We hope you enjoy reading this edition of SNIB. And remember please do not
hesitate to send articles, items of interest, questions or anything that is remotely
related to RSCDS to SNIB.Editor@gmail.com and we will make every effort to
accommodate your needs and interests.
In this edition, there is something that you might be able to help us with. Read
on to see an historic photograph which was sent to one of our teachers, Jan
McCudden, and which in turn was forwarded on to the Branch. The photograph
has been donated and will go into the archives, but hopefully it will have a bit
more information to go with it.
Sheri Evans
SNIB Editor 2020 SNIB.Editor@gmail.com
A small REQUEST.
When sending information please save all images in JPEG or PNG format.

DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS SCD
EVENT in Sydney?
Someone sent this photograph to Jan McCudden. They were wondering if
anyone recognises themselves in the picture, or perhaps others. If you know a
bit more about the event we would like to hear from you.
Apparently, HRH Queen Elizabeth II was visiting to officiate at the opening of
the Sydney Opera House. Clearly part of the event involved a SCD display. As
mentioned, the picture will go into the RSCDS archives.
Whilst on the topic of archives, please contact the Sydney Branch or your local
club if you have, or know of any SCD materials, books, articles, memorabilia,
equipment, clothing (kilts, sashes etc) that are being handed on, or are no
longer wanted as these can be offered to members who might be grateful to
have them. And, if not suitable for the archiving, the RSDCS will attempt to find
an appropriate repository for these items. A year or so ago, the RSCDS was
contacted by a relative of a gentleman who had a retired from sporran making.
He had collected a wealth of resources and equipment during his time as a
sporran maker. Happily, the Branch was able to help find a deserving and
appreciative home for the collection, in Knox Grammar, in Wahroonga. The
school has an active regimental marching band, who regularly perform in full
Scottish dress.

Valedictory
Heartfelt final farewells on the passing of a number of our long standing, much loved,
and very special dancers and dance teachers
It is always sad to lose someone special in our lives, and unfortunately the Sydney SCD
community is not immune to the march of time. Since the last edition, we want to pause to
reflect and remember our much loved and cherished dancers and teachers who have
passed away in recent months. Remembering in no particular order; Rae Neilson of Killara
SCD Club, Dulcie Webb of the Southern Highlands SCD Club, Morton Jay, dancer, teacher
and dance composer, Killara SCD Club, Eric Rogers of Warriewood SCD Club, and Sheila
Barritt-Eyles dancer and teacher of RSCD Canberra and District Branch. From the tributes
that flowed following the news of their passing, it was clear that these wonderful people had
contributed to making the lives of others brighter and more fulfilled. Each will be missed by
family, friends, and their respective clubs and communities.

A tribute to Dulcie WEBB,
from Helen Wales, Southern Highlands
Dulcie Webb died peacefully on Wednesday 8th January. She was a founding
member of the Southern Highlands SCD group when it was founded in
1986. Dulcie danced continuously despite health problems, until about three
years ago. And, in addition, she played table tennis with the U3A (University of
the 3rd Age) into her 90's. More recently, Dulcie became a resident at the
Abbey nursing home in Mittagong where she continued to enjoy Scottish
Dancing as a spectator. Whenever our SHSCD group danced for the residents
Dulcie would always be in the audience. She was 93 years old. Farewell Dulcie,
rest in peace.

A tribute to Morton JAY
Morton Jay, past teacher of Killara SCD class,
passed away on Monday July 27 at the age of
95 years. Morton's son Barry has said
that Morton had appeared as always, spritely,
full of vim and vigour and on the day before he
had been busy scanning and cataloguing photos
and had taken time to cut a Bird of Paradise
flower to send home for his daughter-in-law
Cathy, as was his normal practice. There was no
funeral service as Morton had donated his body
to science, however the family have prepared a
15 minute photo tribute so that folk can share
memories and celebrate his life.
Morton and his wife joined the Branch in 1979. The SCD Data Base lists 17
dances by him and shows two books published: The Edinburgh Lass and The
Celebration Book. Other dances listed are:
The Immigrant Lass
RSCDS Book 39
A Reel for George
The 50th Anniversary Book (Sydney)
Jacqui’s Lib
Sydney DownUnder Dance Book
Lindesay House
Unpublished
Macquarie’s Own
Unpublished
The dances in his Books are:
The Edinburgh Lass
The Edinburgh Lass
The Cairn
The Dancie
A Reel for 88
Salute to Halifax
The Celebration Book
Royal Sydney Reel
Give and Take
Something New
University Reel
Now We Are 10!
Bonnie MacKinnon is 21!
Clachan Glinnes

Round the Room Ssp 32
Ssp 4x32
Reel 5x32
Reel 4x32
Reel 4x32
Reel 4x40
Ssp 1x80 Square Set
Medley – Reel 1x32, Ssp 1x32
Reel 8x32
Ssp 5x32
Jig 4x32
Ssp 5x32, Square Set - 5th Couple in centre at start.

In recent times, Morton penned a number of other dances in addition to the
ones above, and which appear regularly on the Killara social programme. In

addition to being a prolific dance deviser, Morton taught several SCD classes in
the Sydney area, including at Macquarie University, Emu Plains (west of the
Nepean River) and other locations north of Sydney Harbour, including
Forestville and Killara. All of this is more remarkable given that he resided in
Seaforth. Morton's efforts at the Emu Plains Class inspired one of the dancers
to initiate the formation of a Club in Warrimoo in the lower Blue Mountains. In
fact Morton was instrumental in the formation and teaching at both the Emu
Plains and Warimoo groups. He likewise was instrumental in starting a class on
the North Shore and was a regular dancer with Killara. By 2015 Morton had
taken on the role of teacher at Killara and continued in that capacity for another
three years. In more recent times, Morton continued to dance with the Harbord
Thursday afternoon group, attending weekly up until January this year when
COVID caused the postponement of classes.
Morton's wife, June, was also an accomplished SC dancer and a qualified SCD
Teacher. June taught at the SCD Club at Sydney University, aided by Morton.
Morton and June were a great team together. Each supporting the other in their
various pursuits. June would assist Morton with his events and activities and
Morton would reciprocate when June was teaching a class or running her
various events.
In the early 1990’s, Morton was involved in dancing gatherings in Maclean in
Northern NSW. He and June also organised dancers to participate in dance
demonstrations at the famous Brigadoon weekend, several times. Morton had a
deep interest in Celtic history and culture taking part in the creation of the
Standing Stones project in Glen Innes, which is in the region of the North West
Slopes of NSW (https://gleninneshighlands.com/australian-standingstones.html). Morton and June were involved in many SCD demonstrations with
organisations such as the Apex Ladies, Ranger Guides, Girl Guides and Penrith
Tattoo, and in 1999 they were involved in a demonstration at Lindesay House
(whence came the inspiration for the name of the dance...see above).
As is evident, Morton's involvement and commitment to SCD has been long
standing. He has been both a prolific dancer, and teacher, a gifted deviser of
dances, and a keen participant and organiser of many a cultural and social
event along Celtic themes. Killara's Own continues to be a favourite Strathspey
& Jig medley enjoyed by many and devised by Morton especially for the Killara
class. So many of us know, love and enjoy The Immigrant Lass, which was

published by RSCDS in Book 39, and written by Morton for his beloved June,
who sadly had passed away earlier this year.
from Jan McCudden, Killara SCD Club

Remembering Sheila BARRITT-EYLES
7 September 1934 - 17 July 2020
Beloved wife of Jim (dec), mother of Michael, and Jim (dec).
Sheila was a very well-respected teacher of long standing in Canberra, and
she taught many who went on to become teachers.
from Bronwyn Beechey
Secretary, RSCDS Canberra and District Branch

Remembering Rae NEILSON
Happiness, cheerfulness, cheekiness, having fun, youthful
in attitude, vivacious and vibrant in action, endowed with a
natural gentleness and sincerity. These are some words
that come to mind when I think about Rae and dancing
with her at Killara.
You couldn’t not get to know Rae if you danced at Killara.
Her personality shone through, as did her love of the
dance and her genuine rapport with others. Her love of
dancing and socialising was infectious and she was adept at both. Rae not only knew
pretty much all of the steps, dances, and music, she moved around a dance hall with
style and ease. As an experienced
dancer & Killara member Rae was
welcoming and encouraging to
everyone. She reached out to new
dancers, helping to gently guide them
on their own dancing journey. Rae
frequently volunteered for meet-ngreet duties, sitting for long stretches,
in often chilly entrance ways as
dancers filed by. No matter the task or

the conditions you’d be guaranteed to be met with warm smiles and encouragement.
Rae had a gentle sense of humour, flashing a knowing smile and chuckle when the set
didn’t go quite as planned.... or as sometimes happened, it broke down completely. No
recriminations, no criticism, just a chuckle and a laugh, a toss of the head, a huge
smile and start again. Last year at Brigadoon Scottish festival in Bundanoon, Rae was
thrilled that her son watched her dance with the Killara club. She often spoke of it,
reinforcing just how special it had been to her. There’s not a doubt in my mind that we’ll
all meet again one day & don our flats, kilts, and sashes, and kick up our heels to the
sounds of bagpipes, a jolly jig, a rollicking reel and a stately strathspey among the
stars. Rae will always be remembered with great fondness. Can you guess which
dancer is Rae? Yes, that's her on the right.
from Killara Club

Remembering Eric Duncan
WARD ROGERS
in loving memory 5/11/1927 24/6/2020
At age 22 Eric left the UK to work as a Civil
Engineer for Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
(founded by Scotsman Brigadier General Sir
Alexander Gibb, Dundee 18721958). Embarking on what became a lifetime
of overseas postings, Eric arrived in
Tanganyika, East Africa (now Tanzania) to
begin what became 46 years of service working for “the firm”! Postings
included: Bombay, Burma, Pakistan, Syria, Abu Dhabi, Pakistan, India, Tarbela,
Islamabad, Masira in the Arabian Guild of Oman, Nocosia, Tehran, Lahore,
Ethiopia – Addis Ababa, Bahrain, Brazil and Cyprus. In retirement Eric and I
continued to travel to Hanoi, Durban, HK, Budapest, Jakata, New Zealand, and
Sydney, Australia.
Throughout his life Eric was actively engaged in SCD. In, Addis Ababa, Eric
joined an enthusiastic group of Scottish Country Dance demonstration team, led
by the McKenzies from Renfrewshire, Scotland. Arriving without appropriate
attire, I was directed to a good tailor and Eric was lent a kilt. SCD folk are

always so helpful. We enjoyed a wonderful lifestyle in Addis for 2.5 years,
before heading to Bahrain. The Bahrainian oil company staff had got a SCD
group together, which celebrated festivals including; Burns nights, St Andrews
Nights, and other Scottish and British events.
In Brazil, SCD was less accessible due to San Paolo’s vast size, but I
remember a favourite dance was The Eightsome Reel. Singapore was our next
stop and a place Eric always had wanted to visit. As would become the norm,
Eric bumped into former SC dancers! A highlight in Singapore was joining the
Old Tanglin Club, with it many social activities and facilities. The Club's pool
was also where our children learned to swim.
A Singaporean Scottish Dancing Group, run by Bob Guthrie who hailed from
Edinburgh, offered a wide selection of dances as well as celebrations of
Scottish festivals. In 1982, our eldest daughter (14), and my mother, flew from
the UK to join us for Christmas, which was held at The American Club. It was a
Scottish Dancing Night, which was enjoyed by all, especially our 9 year old
daughter who got to fly around the dance floor with her parents.
Scotsman, Gordon Benton – who was instrumental in the Highland Gathering in
Jakarta years before, put together a Singapore Competition Team for the 1981
Jakarta SCD Competition (we still have our T-shirts). Gordon grilled us to
perfection in The Irish Rover and Monymusk. Arriving at midnight we prepared
for an early start at the Highland Gathering and Competitions. Feeling nervous
about making a mistake, we found a quiet practice area beforehand! The event
turned out to be absolutely fantastic. We participated in lots of post competition
activities, watched Indonesian girls dropping from Helicopters, Tug-of-War, Shot
put, Caber tossing, Hammer throwing, wood cutting, and all manner of Highland
Games. Massed Bands from Australia, and beyond, played and a male-only
dance, “The Reel of the 51st “ was performed. Finally, when judges called the
winner’s names out – it was our Team!
By 1989 Eric, due for long service leave, took time out to take a short contact
job in Guangzhou, China. While it was interesting, language and cultural
differences presented challenges. Returning to familiar Jakarta, and SCD, we
attended events attracting upwards of 300-400 dancers. At one event we met
Australian SC dancers, Mick Pratt, and Liz Hastilow. They were performing
SCD professionally at events. I believe Mick now lives in Campbelltown, and Liz
in Sydney.
Our initial retirement plan was to settle in Paphos, Cyprus. Despite not working
out we enjoyed our time there. A vibrant SCD group, lead by Allison Rennie and
husband Martin soon drew Eric in. He actively participated in Demonstration

teams, and occasionally taught. With Hogmanay Night approaching, Eric
decided he'd build a wooden Viking boat for the "burning ceremony". That
evening, tartans, Scottish dancing and Scottish food complemented splendid
decorations, with around 90 joining the festivities. When it came to burning the
boat, Eric made sure everyone who wanted to got involved, much to the delight
of all.
A stint in Bali preceded our eventual retirement in Sydney. Both daughters and
their partners soon joined us, and Eric’s involvement in SCD continued. We still
travelled and danced, including to Hanoi, Durban, and NZ. We always found
SCD folk were incredibly hospitable. In NZ, hearing that a SCD Ball was being
held nearby. we soon found ourselves invited and I quickly rigged a tartan
cummerbund for Eric, who looked very much the part amongst a gathering of 90
plus dancers.
A long planned SCD trip to Budapest looked uncertain due a case of plantar
fasciitis, which the doctor luckily fixed so we (I) not only made it, but had a
fantastic time dancing. SCD and travelling brings many joys, including bumping
into former dance partners. At a Beecroft social a lady ran towards Eric calling,
‘My teacher, My Teacher’. It was Gill White, a member of Eric's Paphos’ SCD
Demonstration team, who went on to become a competent SCD teacher in
Jakarta.
Venturing around the SCD clubs in Sydney we met Jim and Sheila when they
were at Killara, a very warm and friendly club. We attended Summer Schools, in
St Andrew’s in Scotland, and in Dunedin, NZ. In Scotland Eric met Derek
Haynes, a composer of dances with a keen sense of humour. Derek recounted
an event at which he was wearing the Ross Tartan Kilt and a local (Scotsman)
enquired as to why he (an Englishman) was wearing the Ross Tartan, to which
Derek promptly replied, “because I eat your Ross Fish Fingers!" We all
collapsed laughing!
At Dunedin’s Summer School we met a group of impeccably turned out
Japanese Scottish Country Dancers. Despite having little English, and they
knew all the SCD terms and dances. It was in Dunedin we also met Morag and
Keith Napier from Sydney.
To say Eric enjoyed a full life would be an understatement. As a family we lived
a wonderfully diverse life, traversing continents and cultures, and enjoying
interesting times. Eric made friends easily, and introduced SCD to people from
all walks of life and nationalities, all while building his beloved dams, shipyards
and all manner of other infrastructure. Eric leaves a loving family who miss him
enormously, and the legacy of a love for Scottish Country Dancing that few can

surpass.
from Noreen Rogers

Farewell to Ayrshire by Robert Burns (1759-1796)
Scenes of woe and scenes of pleasure,
Scenes that former thoughts renew,
Scenes of woe and scenes of pleasure
Now a sad and last adieu.
Bonnie Doon, sae sweet at gloamin,
Fare thee weel before I gang,
Bonnie Doon whare, early roamin,
First I weaved the rustic sang.
Bowers adieu, whare love, decoying,
First enthralled this heart of mine;
There the safest sweets enjoying-Sweets that memory ne’er shall tyne.
Friends, so near my bosom ever,
Ye hae rendered moments dear,
But, alas! When forced to sever,

Then the stroke, oh how severe!
Friends, that parting tear reserve it,
Though tis doubled ear to me,
Could I think I did deserve it,
How much happier would I be?
Scenes of woe and scenes of pleasure,
Scenes that former thoughts renew,
Scenes of woe and scenes of pleasure
Now a sad and last adieu.

Art contributed by Olivia Roberts
The sketches were inspired by a visit to the Flinders Ranges, Victoria,
Australia.

Such beautiful sketches and poetic words. They give us pause to imagine
stepping into another world of fresh sights and smells, perhaps harsh winds or
soft breezes, birdsong and insects. Perhaps there is a party at the end of the
pathway, or a group of dancers down a side lane?

Congratulations to Ms Joan Robb on receiving the
2020 Senior Citizen of the Year Award for Cronulla.
RECOGNISED FOR COMMUNITY WORK – Ms Joan ROBB Carringbah
Club
A report has been received from the
Carringbah SCD Club regarding Ms Joan
Robb. As reported in the local
newspaper, The Leader, “Joan Robb has
been recognised as one of two 2020
Seniors of the Year for Cronulla and
Miranda electorates as a long-time
volunteer for Neighbourhood Aid /
BeConnected / BetterConnected.
Cronulla MP and Attorney-General Mark
Speakman and Miranda MP Eleni
Petinos made the presentations at a joint
function. Mr Speakman said Ms Robb
had held many roles in the neighbour-aid
organisation, including treasurer and
member of the management committee.” "Ms Robb volunteers to take clients
out and assists them with their shopping. She also shares a coffee and a chat
with the clients as she transports them and accompanies them on morning tea
outings," he said. "This award is deserving recognition of Ms Robb's tireless
efforts and generosity."
Caringbah SCD Club also experience Joan’s dedication to the community as
President and Treasurer of the club for many years (knows where every cent
goes) and never forgets a dancer's birthday with cake and candles. She
organises and facilitates demonstrations for senior citizens and nursing homes
etc. As a plus she also arranges social dinners for the club members and as a
loyal member of Sydney Branch attends many Branch functions, including the
AGM.

Sydney Branch Online Ball
Sydney branch’s first foray into online dancing was well received. Initially
providing short classes to learn the ball program, it was also a chance to warm
up and dance gently through a few dances. These sessions had around twenty
participants each week and it was lovely to see familiar faces all joining in. My
thanks go to Debbie Baker, Robyn King, Jeanette Stephan and Bill Unger for
teaching these sessions via zoom.
Next was the ball itself. Brian Charlton was
a great help in adjusting the program to
better suit solo dancers and small spaces.
Several people were able to invite a few
friends over to make up a set in their
home. Many danced alone or within their
household. Lots of people logged in just to
watch and listen. Iain Mckenzie had
specially recorded music for us (playing live over zoom was fraught with
problems!) which received many compliments and applause from the
participants. Iain himself joined the zoom too.
Thanks go to all those who led walk throughs (Debbie, Bill, Jeanette, Ruth,
Anna, Diana) and to all who joined in to create a welcoming atmosphere.
I confess I was too busy dancing and hosting the online side of things to make
note of how many people had joined in, but there were more than 30 log ins,
and with several couples and a
handful of sets we easily had 60
people joining us. We were even
joined by dancers from the South
Coast of NSW, Hunter Valley,
Northern Territory and New
Zealand.
Diana Hastie

Report on RSCDS Sydney Branch Basic
Teaching Skills Course run by the Teachers'
Liaison Group
21st -23rd February 2020 Wollongong
The course started at 4:00pm on Friday 21st February with 11 participants and
3 trainers. We wish to record TLG's appreciation to Diana Hastie as Branch
Secretary; Diana had spearheaded this endeavour and handled all computer
communications.
RSCDS guidelines for the Basic Teaching Skills Course were the basis for the
planning of the presentation; it was aimed at dancers who were willing to assist
in teaching their home class or club, but felt unable due to physical limitations or
other restrictions to undertake the Society's Teachers' Certificate course at this
stage.
Anne Kennedy and Morag Napier with Diana Hastie, had over several months
prepared an in-depth course covering the BTSC elements.
Although pre-course questionnaires had been received as to participants'
ordered preferences, the attendees' abilities and experience were not clearly
known so the programme was of necessity, flexible. From the initial meeting, it
was evident that all were enthusiastic, some were hesitant; all had registered
because they wished to contribute to the ongoing viability of their respective
home dancing groups.
Anne led the Friday evening session with a general introduction, outlining the
aims and program for the weekend. Each person shared his/her dancing history
and teaching experience.
Anne continued with a brief history of the RSCDS and its strong educational
core, the value of standardisation of Scottish country dancing that provides
teachers across the world with confidence in their teaching and thus through the
prescribed structure, to spread the dance form internationally.
Then followed a session taken by Diana on the RSCDS website, how extensive
it is and how it can be used to help all teachers. The comprehensive, and very
helpful practical method presented by Diana, was one of the highlights of the
weekend. (see the presentation slides here)
Anne started the Saturday morning session reiterating the preferences of the

attendees, emphasising that a general class is the most difficult to teach - to
find the balance where all dancers have their needs met. A sample lesson plan
was shared and discussed emphasising that most dancers really do want to
learn dancing and not five or six new dances every week. How to analyse a
dance, then prepare a lesson plan to address all facets was then demonstrated
in a lesson with “Lady Catherine Bruce's Reel” as the chosen dance. On first
reading it had appeared a simple little dance but on closer examination it
provided plenty of scope for in-depth teaching. Various points of teaching eg
skip change of step/slip step, were highlighted and discussed as the lesson
proceeded. The concept of transitions was introduced. It was then the turn of
the trainees to practise teaching skip change of step in small groups. Some
found this quite hard to follow a set pattern and will use their Manual and
handouts to practise before the next session.
The reel “Flowers of Edinburgh” was the next dance taught and the teaching
points of pas de basque were highlighted, the concept of teaching transitions
was re-visited. Then followed a session according to the established pattern,
attendees practising teaching what had been modelled – teaching pas de
basque in small groups.
For the strathspey, “Fair Donald” had been selected so that a reel of 4 could be
carefully taught.
Aspects of the strathspey step were carefully broken down then built up.
The concept of re-visiting a dance more than once, each time introducing
another layer of teaching points was touched on. The importance of evaluation
and progressive teaching was emphasised. For instance, a dance could
justifiably be repeated on three successive weeks, each time adding three
higher levels of expectation.
Sunday's session was then set up with groups being arranged, 3 dances given
out and each group had to prepare to teach one of the formations at Sunday's
morning session. Dances were Mrs Stewart's Jig, (Ladies chain), Miss Milligan's
Strathspey(2C Knot) and Maxwell's Rant.( Reels 3).
Dinner was a welcome change of pace and a chance for everyone to socialise
before returning to the conference room or their own hotel units to work on their
formation assignments.
Sunday, all were ready at 9:00am for another session. Anne revised the main

components of teaching basic RSCDS skills that make for successful lessons.
Morag then led a session on Class Management, with some examples for
various steps. Some attendees asked for a specific formation namely the
tournee and that was then taught. A session on the Use of Voice, mentioning
Recaps followed, encouraging the trainees to practise this skill at home before
the May session.
Sunday morning was then given over to the three groups teaching their
prescribed formations. It was pleasing to see how helpful and supportive
everyone was to each other, with most groups having analysed each formation
carefully and identified most of the teaching points.
The session finished with the distribution of some helpful information sheets,
requests for emailed copies of some course content were arranged, and The
RSCDS Certificates of Attendance at a BTSCourse were presented to each
attendee.
The atmosphere at the final lunch reflected the positive vibe felt throughout the
weekend. Departure concluded at 3:00pm on time.
Venue
The accommodation was comfortable.The conference room was fully equipped
with screen and all technical equipment required. As concentrated dancing was
not on the agenda, the carpeted floor was adequate for the purpose of this
stage of the course. However, a wooden floor is recommended for the second
stage of the course where more practical dancing is planned.
The Resort did not cater for groups less than 20. TLG wishes to thank Jeanette
Stephan and Pat Charlton who prepared and delivered lunch and dinner on
Saturday.
Keith Napier was on hand as general factotum to oversee the practical side of
catering, buying and transporting, so that Morag could concentrate on the
course presentation. Ann Lawler, from Wollongong Club was generous in
providing plates and cutlery for commuters as residents used their hotel
utensils.
The evaluations show great appreciation for all involved in the actual

presentation of this Basic Teaching Skills Course as programmed by the
RSCDS.
A follow-up day, stage two, was delayed due to COVID-19 and is now being
scheduled for 2021.
Anne Kennedy

Diana Hastie

Morag Napier

ZOOM WINTER SOCIAL 18th JULY

Since the online ball went so well, we decided to do it all again for the Winter
Social the following month. We were joined by dancers all across Sydney,
further afield in Australia and even some onlookers in New Zealand.
More than one set were celebrating Christmas in July.
Again we had specially recorded music from Iain Mckenzie.
The winning dance, which was written by Pat Charlton, for the Branch 70th
Anniversary competition was Arthur or Martha. The dance was featured at the
Winter Social on zoom.

Community Grant Benefits Sydney Branch, and
Killara Club - with new Audio Equipment
The RSCDS Sydney Branch and Killara Club are now the proud owners of high
quality audio equipment for use by teachers and MCs. This windfall was the
result of applying for government local community project grants. Originally, the
idea to try to buy a good/better quality system came about due to one of our
Killara dancers mentioning that they were having quite a deal of difficulty
hearing the teacher’s instructions. Not only was this a problem during regular
classes, it was also a problem at other halls where socials and/or dance training
sessions were held, for example, the Ermington Community Hall. Clearly, being
unable to hear instructions will lead to a significant decline in enjoyment, and
could also potentially lead to the loss of dancer/s.
Initially, a couple of sound system suppliers were contacted and quotes
obtained. At around the same time, we became aware of the opportunity to
apply for Australian Government, Department of Social Services, Families and
Communities Program: 2019-20 Volunteer Grants. Preliminary applications
were sent to the local members: Sydney Branch to Trent Zimmerman MP at
North Sydney and Killara’s to Paul Fletcher MP at Bradfield. The applications
met the project requirements, namely, to “Help our community organisation
support our volunteer teachers and committee and increase inclusion of the
hearing impaired.”
Both applications proceeded to the next stage and were ultimately successful.
With the needs of both dancers and teachers in mind, Jan McCudden, Diana
Hastie and Anna Underhill went shopping at Turramurra Music store to find the
best system we could. The outcome being, that Killara now has a dedicated
speaker, a waistband transmitter, a headset and a second high-quality
microphone similar to the ones used in live theatre productions. In addition,
RSCDS Branch was also able to acquire a waistband transmitter, headset and
high-quality microphone.
Our good fortune didn’t end there. Our erstwhile musician, Iain MacKenzie
kindly donated his speakers to the Branch when he left Sydney [on the proviso
he can borrow them when needed]. He indicated that he likes to have a
speaker on stage as it allows him to hear what the audience can hear and make
adjustments if what's coming out is not up to his high standards. Not only will

the speaker allow for this, it will also save the Branch and Killara from having to
bear the cost of hiring one in the future.
At an appropriate time, Trent Zimmerman and Paul Fletcher will be invited to
attend one of our RSCDS functions, so that we can extend a warm thank you to
them for their support in our submissions for these grants .... in true RSCDS
style.
Should other Clubs need, or would like, similar equipment, it is recommend that
their respective committees explore their options. It may be helpful to consider
establishing a sub-committee to manage the process, starting with researching
community grants on offer in their electorates. The successful tender team, in
this case was led by Anna, Diana, and others. I am sure, they would be more
than happy to share their expertise, insights and give guidance with regard to
crafting a winning submission.
Access to high quality sound equipment will undoubtedly make a significant
difference to the dancing pleasure of all the dancers at Killara and Branch
events, not just those who may have some degree of hearing loss. Being able
to clearly hear instructions will hopefully also extend the period of time that our
members can actively participate than would otherwise have been the case. It's
hard enough to keep 'in step' and 'in time' when you don't know which step and
what music you're supposed to be dancing to, or in which direction you need to
be heading. We all know how valuable participation in SCD is both as a
pleasurable activity in itself, but also because of the rewarding feeling that you
get when you manage to get through a dance start to finish without, or at least
with a minimum of, hesitations and errors. It's a great feeling when you know
you've done your part for the whole set, and kept up your end. We also know
how important SCD is mentally, physically and socially, so if extending
members' participation is dependent upon them clearly hearing what's going on,
then deploying clear communication technology in class will not only be a really
positive thing for that individual, it will definitely make a huge difference to that
person being able continue to enjoy dancing and benefit others in the same
situation who may not have had confidence to speak up as well.

ZOOM ..... the latest worldwide virus
.... the good news is .... IT IS a GOOD VIRUS.
COVID-19 Shut down SDC
ZOOM opened it up again .... VIRTUALLY!!
Like the multi-threaded tartans Scottish Country Dancing around the world has
found new ways to achieve a rich diversity of international connectivity. Zoom, a
previously niche video-conferencing app has stepped up to the challenge of the
times and provided a user friendly platform for humans to play on, and with. If
you haven't heard of Zoom or experienced it, maybe you should think about it. If
you would like help with trying the technology .... just ask. The RSCDS has a
wealth of talented people newly up-skilled in the fine art of Zooming (is that a
word?). I am sure that we can find someone who would be happy to be called
upon to help set you up for an online Zoom session.
In case you are not aware, the Australian government, as well as some state
and local governments have funded IT training for seniors. This is usually
available through community centres, libraries, local government agencies and
the like. Your kids, grandkids, neighbours and friends would, I am sur e, also be
happy to help you 'get connected'. Laptops, tablets, mobile phones and PC's
can be purchased cheaply, and even more cheaply secondhand, and setup
quite quickly and securely by someone with a bit of technical know-how. WiFi is
free in many places such as the library, shopping centres, cafes and even at
your local bank, which will avoid the need to buy or sign up to 'a plan'. Just
check out your emails when you go shopping. A neighbour may even be happy
to let you share their WiFi when you need it.
If you want to discuss 'GETTING ONLINE", ask your committee, or the Branch
and we will help you jump over the hoops and get through the tunnels.

Scottish Step Dance Class

On a Cold, blustery and wet evening nine dancers braved the elements to join
in a step class organised by RSCDS Sydney branch. The class was held at the
Reg Byrne hall in Wentworthville.
Our class obeyed all COVID rules with hand sanitiser distributed on arrival and
both electronic and paper log in used.
What a satisfying way to use our time on such a cold and bleak evening.
We effectively socially distanced and learned the steps for Bridget’s Suggestion
by Claude Sigg from the New World Book of Dances.
We all agreed that our brains, legs and feet experienced a great work out under
Diana’s expert tuition.
The evening provided much needed social interaction with further consolidation
and development of our dancing skills.
I am sure we will all be happy to join in another step class during this
extraordinary time.
Ros Moxham

We danced Bridget's Suggestion (by Claudette Sigg, from the New World Book
of Dances).
In the next lesson we learned the Shepherd's Crook (collected by Mary Isdale
McNab).
Next up is Come Ashore Jolly Tar by Derek Haynes.

How Is Your Dance Diagram Knowledge?
It can be helpful to know the shortcuts used to explain dance movements. The
following examples provide the beginner with an introduction to some of these
shortcuts. For the advanced dancers, it is an opportunity to refresh your
knowledge set and identify areas for attention.
Your Task: Match the diagram or abbreviation to the formation or movement.
ANSWERS ARE AT THE END OF SNIB
Options
Highland Schottische setting
Allemande
Promenade
Cross left hand
Ladies Chain
Clap
Back to back
Cast off one place
Turn halfway with both hands
Lead down the middle and up
Rights & Lefts
Turn right hand
Right hands across
Circle four hands round and back
Turn corner, partner, corner, partner
Petronella turn
Balance in line
Left hands across
Double Triangles
Set

Your answer

From Around The Clubs
Scots on the Hill, Bodalla
We are so fortunate being in the country in these unusual times. When it was
permissible to have 4 visitors at home, Max and I started to invite our dancers
to our home. Keeping in mind the 1.5 metre rule, sanitizing of hands regularly
and not taking hands; dancing began. Adapting exercises to fit in the space and
dances requiring no hands became the norm.
Then, after downloading the COVID-19 plan from the Australian Government
site; action was implemented. Working through with our local council; approval
to dance in the Bodalla Hall was allowed. Albeit a little different in format; we
are Scottish Country Dancing again.
Our first class was the day after Tartan Day and what a joy to see each other
again. All of us coming with mixed levels of anxiety and emotions to share from
fire experiences and isolation happenings. As the music played, we relaxed,
limbered up and began dancing. Many a gypsy turn, rather than turn right hand,
etc, adaptation was the name of the game.
We take each week as a bonus. Scottish Country Dancing has given us the
underlying support, care, exercise and companionship to help us through. As
with the photo below; the smiles tell it all. We are only allowed 12 dancers at a
time.
Happy Dancing Feet; from Janine and Max Holden

TEACHER CENTRAL
Learning in progress - best wishes to our teachers in
training

Teacher Training
Even though the dancing stopped, the training for our three teacher candidates,
Andrina Brennan, Clare Haack and Anna Underhill continued. Trish Nicholls coordinated the project under various ‘stimulus and incentive packages’ with great
input from Anne Kennedy (helps to have a Society Examiner on board) and
Anna Underhill who set up our Zoom conferences. Anne and Trish set monthly
assignments; dances chosen from the list of nearly 100 possible examinable
dances. The candidates had to analyse their allocated dance in terms of the
steps, transitions, formations, difficulties, class arrangement, lead up activities,
lesson timings, teaching points, choice of music, foot changes, linkages etc, to
write a lesson plan. These plans were submitted to Anne and Trish who liaised
on areas of individual feedback which were then discussed at our two hour
zoom meeting. Zoom discussion summary notes were issued and annotated
lesson plans returned with the feedback shared amongst everyone. It
was actually good to see one another ‘face to face’ during these times.
When we were allowed to have visitors in our home, we met one cool winter’s
afternoon in Andrina’s garden to have a workshop on identifying step faults and
how to help improve them with improvement exercises. Following our third
Zoom ‘meeting’, we decided that another workshop on rhythmic coaching
and counting would be useful, so we all met in Trish’s home to chant in jig, reel
and strathspey rhythms various, 1,2,….3,4 or 1,2,3,4 depending on the dance –
each time appropriately the 1.5m apart.

The candidate’s growth in theoretical presentation of a lesson plan grew
exponentially over the months and Anne and Trish were ready to give the
‘ladies’ a break from all the planning. However, at our last Zoom meeting, all
were keen to keep going with another lesson plan, such is their dedication.
More training sessions are planned this year, hopefully, some practical
teaching! No one knows what 2021 will bring, but that is the year of the next
examination tour in Australia.
There are quite a few candidates from all states of Australia hoping to complete
their full certificate training at the Canberra Winter School next year. As with
many things these days, it will be a matter of waiting and seeing how things go.
By Trish Nicolls

Clickety clack that bad 'ole virus is fighting back
By way of a friendly reminder...... most, if not all of us will be aware that the risk
of catching and spreading this nasty virus remains. You would also be aware of
the unfortunate resurgence that COVID-19 is making in some jurisdictions, so
please review and refresh your policies, practices and vigilance with regards to
adhering to proper mitigation protocols. Set out below are the guidelines that
were put together by the RSCDS, having been drawn from extant local, state
and federal advisory bodies.

Clickety Clack keep distancing & together let's knock
that virus flat
Getting back to dancing COVID-19 REMINDER
RSCDS Sydney Branch strongly advises all dancers to wash their hands before
and after class.
Also to use hand sanitiser in between hand washes. Clubs have been asked to
provide this, but as supplies in the shops are limited you may wish to bring your
own hand sanitiser.
Please stay away if feeling unwell (especially with fever/cough/shortness of
breath/runny nose).
Don't allow social suppers at dance class.
Nominate a volunteer to clean the "frequent touch surfaces" i.e. door handles,
hand rails, light switches, taps before and after class. Refer to your own venue's
requirements.

Good practice for staying healthy under COVID-19.
It may seem obvious, but a few precautions can go a long way to stop germs
from spreading:
•Wash your hands prior to and directly after attending a dance class
•Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when
you cough or sneeze, then wash your hands
•Put used tissues in the bin straight away, then wash your hands
•Wash your hands with soap and water often – use hand sanitiser gel if soap
and water are not available
•Try to avoid close contact with people who are unwell and please do not attend
a dance, a class or a committee meeting if you are feeling unwell
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-forpublic

Interview with Trish Nicholls
Both Diana Hastie and Trish Nicholls have admirably represented Australia in
the RSCDS initiative “Dance Scottish at Home”. This weekly program is
managed by RSCDS Membership Services in response to the current era of the
pandemic. Each week there has been a Newsletter and Online Class.
Today I interviewed Trish to obtain some behind the scenes insights into this
excellent initiative.
Trish, firstly congratulations on being selected as a Sydney representative on
Dance Scottish at Home.
•
Can you tell me how teachers are chosen to represent their country?
Teachers were selected from those on the St Andrews Summer School Staff
list. Not all countries have a teacher representative on the Staff. This way, there
was a clear method of choosing the teachers and people would know why we
had been asked. Another reason was that Angela Young, the co-ordinator of
the classes, wanted to involve as many of these teachers from the different
places around the globe.

•
How much guidance and direction was provided to you?
The ‘brief’ was quite wide. We could choose from Step or Highland or Country
dancing. We could focus on warm up or dance related exercises, technique of
course, choose any step or transition, any dance or no dance and something for
beginners.
We were asked to introduce ourselves and where we are from, plus the time
difference (as my class was pre-recorded), then to give a brief safety
advice, thinking of the space around, being mindful of not dancing in normal
surroundings and that it is unusual dancing at home - mindful of pets and
pieces of furniture (hence Bonnie’s and Phil’s cameos). The guidance about the
actual recording, was the most difficult. ‘…Best done from the back camera of
an iPhone’ but that meant I couldn’t see myself, ‘at the highest resolution
possible and in landscape’. It is supposed to be a surprise each week, so I
didn’t ask anyone to help with the filming nor the music. Would have made
things much easier! I was asked to record and send in sections, which actually
made my job easier as I didn’t have to keep the camera rolling, could stop and
think between sections plus get my breath back. In the ‘live’ classes, the
teachers have to also monitor the chat and keep their camera rolling for the
entire session. It was seen as more manageable to send small files than one
long one to Scotland.
In spite of all this guidance, I felt the main difficulties were in setting up the
correct camera angle for dancing in a small space – this took me ages.
•
What considerations and adjustments did you make to your usual
teaching as your audience may not have been dancing much in the last few
months?
Many!!!! I felt, I needed to keep the class fairly basic, with few, but clear
‘standard terminology’ instructions for the non-English speakers around the
world who join in. I was aware that the audience would include youngsters,
experienced, older and even brand new dancers, so I wanted to consider
something for everyone.
My warm up, for example, was pretty easy, most of the movements had been
covered by others previously, but I added a couple of extra movements to make
up a 48 bar sequence and also add a challenge of arm movements on the last
time through which required a higher level of co-ordination. At this time, when

most people are not exercising and moving as they usually do, I wanted to
include a segment which would include a short cardio section, some gentle
flexing/stretching and some balance exercises. My balance exercises would
have been easier for younger people, as balance is something we need to work
on as we age due to due to loss of muscle strength and joint flexibility, so I
wanted to add a shortish segment on balance. I didn’t accentuate my usual
request for the flight, length, extension and energy when dancing the steps due
to the small dance space, nor my preference for a ‘decent’ width of a set but I
did emphasise accuracy of foot positions in the step transition section of the
class. The class was only supposed to be 30 minutes and with ‘ghost’ partners,
so it was not possible to do all the lead up to a full teaching sequence.
•
How different was it teaching without a class? What strategies did you
use to make the lesson run smoothly [technical gremlins aside]?
In some ways a lot easier. I could not see the facial expressions nor body
language of the participants, so I could plough on as if everyone was ‘having a
ball’. There was no chatter from the floor either! Of course, the main strategy
was to have a plan. I decided to supplement the class David Queen had done
on some of the quick time step transitions and after that decision was made,
everything just fell in to place. I was not nervous at all. I must admit, I impressed
myself with my crossed brain wires, by using a mirror image to dance 99% of
the class. Usually, I have trouble coordinating what comes out of my mouth
when saying ‘turn right hand’ but physically extending my left, but for some
reason, I had no trouble dancing a mirror image on camera, saying right foot,
but actually dancing on my left foot! I did cheat and use the front camera on my
iPhone, so I could see myself. Obviously too, it was difficult to demonstrate in
such a limited space and to keep one’s feet ‘in frame’ if you came too close to
the camera, or to keep one's face visible and voice audible if you moved too far
away. Not sure if it was a strategy, but I felt the class could not be too serious
but needed to be personable. I think that is how it came across, according to
feedback.

•
Why was the lesson recorded early? Did you have to option of getting
up very early to conduct the class live?
The idea behind the class is that there’s a time when everybody knows that the
RSCDS is offering a class online. The class is also be recorded and available
via the website for those in different time zones around the world. 7pm BST was

4 am with us in Sydney, so my class was recorded. I don’t think anyone would
have liked to get up so early on a winter’s morning and deliver a cheery class!
Certainly, I don’t think anyone is watching at that time either from Australia. The
class from Japan and New Zealand were also recorded due to time differences
from British Summer time.
•
Did you receive any questions after the lesson? What type of questions
or feedback did Angela receive on the lesson?
When the class went ‘live’, there were technical issues with the broadcast from
Zoom. Some people had no problems at all, but others were frustrated that the
sound and movement were not in sync and buffering issues also led to a
disjointed performance. So, I did not get to read the chat feedback! A
replacement video of the class without the chat has now appeared on the
Dance Scottish At Home webpage. I did have some lovely emails including one
from Andrew Kellett, the current Chairman of the Society. Several Secretaries
of Sydney clubs forwarded the information about the class to their membership
and that led to some encouraging personal emails as well. I did hear that
people enjoyed the balancing exercises and slightly longer class with the cool
down. People thought the choice of dance was excellent.
•
Why did you choose Espie McNab for your lesson [or was it allocated to
you]?
I chose this dance because it involves all the quick time steps and transitions
from Pas de Basque (PdeB), to Skip Change of Step (SCOS) and vice versa
plus SCOS to slip step (SS) and SS to PdeB. Transitions were my focus. Also,
it is an easy dance for a beginner or children and if people were lucky enough
to have a partner or a set, the dance lent itself to 16 bars of active dancing for
the supporting couple and 32 bars for the dancing couple, using basic
formations. If you were dancing with a family member or a set, hands could be
given on the setting, crossing, lead down the middleand up, the right-hand turn
and the hands round and back.
•
What rewards did Bonnie get for good behaviour?
Being with her ‘mistress’; is reward enough! She is not after fame on the big
screen, in spite of raising several comments about her appearance.

Subscriptions to
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No matter where in the world you are you can have the Scottish Banner
delivered to your door or device. Keep up to date
with news and views from Scotland and the
Scottish worldwide community. Ensure you never
miss an issue of the Scottish Banner by ordering
your print or digital subscription with us.
Why not get a gift subscription for your favourite
Scot, a gift that delivers year round. Perfect for
birthdays, Mothers/Fathers Day, Christmas, or any
other excuse you have to be a proud Scot!
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Welcome to the Scottish Banner!
The international Scottish event community worldwide has been greatly
impacted by event postponements and cancellations due to restrictions related
to the Corona Virus (COVID-19).
As we host one of the leading international Scottish events listings in the world,
we are updating our events section as news reaches us. Please check direct
with events for details and organisers should contact us
at events@scottishbanner.com to share any changes. Our thoughts are with all
organisers, attendees and participants at this time.

The July edition of the Scottish Banner is now availablesubscribe to receive each issue direct from us!
Welcome to the Scottish Banner and thank you for taking the time to visit us.
The Scottish Banner is the Scottish community’s largest

international newspaper for ex-pat Scots or those with an interest in Scottish
culture and tradition.
Available nationally across Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the USA and by
world-wide subscription service, the Scottish Banner offers its readers stories
on Scottish current affairs, regular feature columnists, history & heritage,
genealogy, Scottish club & society news, event listings, piping features, recipes,
and much more.
With writers and contributors based all over the world the Scottish Banner gives
its readers a true insight into the global Scottish perspective.
The Scottish Banner is celebrating over 40 years of publication and has firmly
established itself as the link to Scotland for many of its loyal readers. From
Sydney to New York or Auckland to Toronto the Scottish Banner reaches the
ex-pat Scottish community like no one else.
Each month the Scottish Banner accesses a large number of individuals, pipe
band members, society and clan members, history and genealogy groups and
more; all with a direct interest in Scottish products and information. The Scottish
Banner is available by digital subscription, at newsagents and retailers, at
Scottish events and various other outlets depending on your location.
Join our readers with a passion for Scotland and all things Scottish.
Please find further information on the Scottish Banner within this web
site. Simply click on the above tabs for information on subscribing, contacting
us, advertising and our online shop. Whilst here, you can also read this months
editorial or our Scotpourri (reader letters) pages. Also do have a look at our
comprehensive events listings where you can see what is happening for Scots
both closer to home and further afield, event organisers can add your event
here.
Once again we thank you for your visit, haste ye back.

The Scottish Banner
PO Box 6202
Marrickville South, NSW
2204, Australia
P: (+ 61) 02 9559 6348
E: info@scottishbanner.com

Making a Rosette for a Social/Ball
Have you ever made one of those lovely rosette's which ladies sometimes
wear, stylishly on their outfits at Socials/Balls? It has been a point of fascination
to me for sometime now. But, to date, I have not attempted to emulate this
particular Scottish Dance skill, not being particularly strong in arts and crafts
domain.
However, with some spare time up my sleeve due to COVID-19 it occurred to
me, that this would be a good opportunity to 'give it a go'!
Googling.... I discovered the technique below. If you have a different technique,
do get in touch or better still send the instructions for publication!
To begin....
1. Fold a scarf or sash in half or a little bit off half way for a staggered look.
2. At the fold, fold again to give an overlap of about 8-9 inches or 18-20 cm
3. Next, using a concertina method, fold the upper portion across the scarf/sash
that you just folded lengthwise.
4. Then, place a sturdy elastic band in the middle of the concertina section.
Make sure to gently spread all the folds out evenly.
5. Tease out the concertinaed section into a Rosette.
6. Use small pins to secure the top and bottom half of each side of the
rubber/elastic band such that the pins are not visible.
7. To secure, either use a large brooch to secure it to the garment, or
alternatively, affix the brooch to the centre of the Rosette and use a large safety
pin/s to pin on your garment.
YOUR TURN!
How did you go? Did it work out?
Send a picture of your Rosette to
SNIB.editor@gmail.com
And send feedback or questions and we will attempt to
get answers and advice from the experts and update
you in the next SNIB edition.
Sheri Evans, Editor

Ten Commandments for Balls and Socials (King James version)
(Postie's Jig, August 2020)
These may not have been carried down from Mount Schiehallion on shortbread
tablets, but anyway, you will not make a mistake by trying to adhere to them:
1. Thou shalt not overestimate thyself when asking people to dance, lest thou
beest embarrassed if the set breaketh down six times out of eight because of
thee.
2. Thou shalt dance now and then with other people than thy spouse and
immediate clan – possibly even with someone from the other table or yon
wallflower from the outer reaches of the hall.
3. Thou shalt not walk on the dance floor too early, neither shalt thou do thus
alone, for lo! the MC will announce the dance when it is time, and even in
Scotland it taketh at least two to dance.
4. Thou shalt join a set at the bottom and not in the middle (especially if it hath
already been counted), lest thou causest much wailing and gnashing of teeth
before the dance hath even started.
5. Thou shalt count the lines if thou art the top man, for the knowledge of one's
station in the set produceth good will in all men (and women!) (If thou art a
woman on the men's side and wouldst rather not do the counting, this
commandment applieth to the next man down the line. Also if the first couple
wanteth to do the counting together, do not hinder them.)
6. Thou shalt look at thy partner during the dance and not at thy briefing notes
or »Pilling«, so that she (or he) may remain friendly towards thee and thou
mayest ask her (or him) to dance again.
7. Thou shalt not hinder thy neighbour's dance by returning from thy Down-themiddle-and-up on bar 9, blocking forever the centre of the set with extra
twiddles and hand-clapping during a half diagonal reel of four, or otherwise not
acting as a team player acteth.
8. Thou shalt honour thy musicians, that thy dance may be long into the night
and they might even repeat a dance that thou hast liked. But similarly shalt thou
help thy MC; clap both loudly and long, but remain on the dance floor if thou wilt
do that dance again or clear it speedily if not.

9. Thou shalt not chide, lest thou be chided – for verily, nobody hath appointed
thee (of all people!) judge of thy neighbour's dancing ability or outlook on what
is enjoyable. If thou must chide people, become a dance teacher and chide
them in thy class; at balls and socials it is an abomination.
10. Thou shalt enjoy thyself – in spite of these tedious commandments – and
help others enjoy themselves, too.
11. Other dancers will be commented upon on thy way home.
Taken from, The Postie's Jig, Vol 41 No3, August 2020

Diagram matching answers

